
Sharon’s Story 

After several miscarriages hubby and I both in our 40's by the way had a baby 
boy in Feb this year, he wasn't expected to survive and spent 3 weeks in SCBU 
after going through a very traumatic birth. 

My pregnancy was fairly straight forward though had high BP but was under 
control with medication plus my age etc and the fact that he was our first but my 
5th baby and my last baby from a previous marriage weighed 10lb 2oz...........but 
had no problems as such...was being scanned regularly weekly towards the end 
as baby was showing big for dates though was being scanned to make sure he 
wasn't small due to high BP....anyway I was showing 45 weeks size when 36 
weeks etc but everyone was ok with that, scans aren't always accurate etc I was 
asked if I wanted a c-section said no, my worst fear, I wanted him naturally etc 
had also had my last 2 babies at home after 2 not very great births previously in 
hospital anyway. Could not get anyone to allow me to have a home birth so in the 
end gave in, said ok to hospital birth but on my terms wanted 6 hr discharge etc 
after birth no intervention etc etc as natural as possible was told yes ok, as long 
as nothing goes wrong ....anyway got to 38 weeks and I agreed to be induced 
before due date just in case baby was big etc etc and because they didn't really 
want me to go over. 

The day arrived, I got to hospital at 8am, had gel inserted at 8.30am was in a 
side room but they moved me to the main delivery room at noon because of the 
fact something might go wrong with BP, big baby etc as it happened my BP was 
lower in labour than at any other time !!  

I had no pain relief, was dilating, but only slowly, had a sweep and was allowed 
to wander round etc baby’s heart was checked but all fine, because all my 
previous labours births have been fast 4 hrs was the longest!! By that evening 
staff were starting to say it should be going faster etc even though they could 
offer no reason as to why apart from previous fast labours etc  

They then wanted to monitor me more which meant I couldn't move around as 
much, felt ok but so desperately wanted to walk around etc then they said they 
wanted to take blood from babies head to check oxygen levels just to make sure 
was ok even though he was showing no signs of distress etc I reluctantly agreed 
they also kept asking if I wanted pain relief (I said no), or a section again, I was 
adamant I didn't…anyway what followed was a horrible ordeal I felt like crying all 
the way through, they couldn't get a vein in his head, then they did, the blood 
was everywhere, I was having continuous contractions throughout in total agony 
and was so upset at putting my baby through such an awful procedure. When 
they tested the blood there wasn't enough so they had to do it again, it was 
horrible. 

They wanted me to just be strapped to a monitor continually, I was allowed to 
stand but not move around. Still had no pain relief etc but thought well at least 
I’m going to have him naturally. I kept wanting to push but wasn't dilated 
enough. By 6.30am, after being asked for the millionth time did I want a section I 
said ok just do it. Then it was “are you sure, we’ll leave you to discuss it” so hub 
and I decided to go ahead with it even though we didn't really want to. It was 
7.30am by now so almost 24hrs after being set off…I said I wanted gas and air 
just to take my mind off everything. Was also in agony. They took hub to get 
ready and kept saying we have to get you ready, get on the bed. I couldn't move 
but when I did all hell broke loose as the shift was just changing over but they 
saw the baby’s head coming out. Next thing I knew the room was full of people 



they snatched the gas and air from me literally threw me onto the bed and said 
“your baby needs to be born now just push like mad” which I did, but it just 
didn't feel right. I was in total agony, everyone was screaming at me to push 
which I was doing then I felt a searing pain which made me scream. They had cut 
me with no anaesthetic and the registrar had her hands literally inside me. I was 
screaming with pain they had my legs round me head and my poor hub almost 
got his hand bitten off as I bit him so hard. Neither of us knew what was going 
on, the room was full of people ...it turned out our little one was stuck. Firstly his 
head and his nose which meant he couldn't breath hence them cutting me, then 
his shoulders got stuck, he had shoulder dystocia ...hence the awful delivery. 

He was put on my tummy for a second then whisked away, he was covered in 
blood and we thought he was dead. I kept saying “he’s dead isn't he” but nobody 
answered, he was taken to the resuss table and they were working on him for 
what seemed a lifetime, all the time I kept asking if he was breathing but nobody 
answered. The previous shift were still in the room as well as the shift who had 
taken over and about 30 other people. They started to stitch me up and 
eventually the guy resuscitating him said he is breathing, sorry I am crying now 
everything is still so raw. Then he was put in an incubator and taken up to SCBU 
very poorly, he had been born not breathing…due to being stuck…my hub went to 
SCBU with him, I told him too…I was looked after by the midwives but just in bits 
not knowing how our little one was...after several hours I was taken to see him 
but couldn't touch him, he was too ill it was heartbreaking. He had wires, 
needles, tubes everywhere and was on oxygen. We were told all we could do was 
wait, he had several fits and all we could do was sit by his incubator…couldn't 
touch him even. He had air in his right lung, shoulder dystocia was covered in 
bruises was also very swollen all over...I was discharged from delivery and we 
were given a room in SCBU so at least were able to stay and be together. We had 
a very traumatic 3 weeks in SCBU I also had DVT and tests for an enlarged 
thyroid gland which my baby’s consultant had commented on so had so much 
stuff happening. I could barely walk, was in such a mess from the birth…the staff 
were fantastic and I cannot fault anyone…after 3 weeks we were allowed to bring 
our little boy home. 

He has so far shown no signs of anything being wrong following his birth and has 
totally amazed everyone because he wasn't expected to pull, through. We feel 
incredibly lucky and all that matters is that he is here with us. But it doesn't stop 
the feelings and all the emotions just being totally overwhelming at times just 
feeling lost, don't know who to turn too, cannot even begin to describe how I feel 
so many what ifs and whys…our little one weighed 11lb 12 ½oz so was a big boy 
He was also born at 8.30am on his due date. He was on meds for fitting but is 
now no longer on them. Have managed to almost get him totally breastfed again. 
Another thing which has been a long slow haul as he wasn't allowed to be fed for 
his first week of life, then was tube fed for 2 weeks and they didn't let me 
express.  

At first, looking back, I think because they thought he would never get that far he 
has reflux but thriving we are still under consultant care with him etc but so far 
he is doing everything he should be doing and more for his age he is 22 weeks 
today. So much more to post but can't for now its too hard, but that is basically 
our story so I want to hear from anyone else who has been through the same or 
similar. There is no support group where I live and just feel totally alone with it 
all. 

  



UPDATE: 

Just to let you know what happened yesterday. When we went to meet up with 
the Doctor who delivered our little boy, head of midwifery and 1 of the main 
midwives who was present at his very traumatic birth. 

After an hour long bus journey to the hospital as our car has just failed it’s mot! 
We got there, fed our little one, paced round for a while before finally plucking up 
the courage to ring the bell for entry to the labour ward. Anyway got through that 
bit only to get through the doors and us both freeze. Everything came flooding 
back. Luckily the midwife came to meet us and as soon as I saw her I was fine. 
We hugged for ages and she was overjoyed to see our little one looking so well 
and happy and full of smiles for her bless him...and to see us too...anyway we 
were taken to a very cosy side room where we were met by another member of 
staff who offered us tea/coffee etc After lots more hugs and chats with our little 
one we were told the Doctor was attending an emergency but would be with us as 
soon as she could as was the head of midwifery....anyway they went through 
everything answered every question. They also demonstrated exactly what they 
did to me which left me feeling quite sick to be honest. I had known what they 
did but seeing them show me on a model made it worse but also better because I 
now know why I was left covered in bruises, why my legs were back and other 
bits are still the way they are. I have been told it could take me many months 
still to recover properly, I was also told that everything I am feeling and going 
through is totally understandable even the bit when I told them I am due a smear 
test but can't face it. They said that was understandable and something that can 
happen after a birth like the one I had. They actually said it was the most 
traumatic birth they have had this year to date and the most traumatic they had 
dealt with in this midwives career. She said they had all been left very shaken by 
it and emotional and were so pleased we had gone in to see them and talk it 
through and overjoyed to see our little boy. The Doctor then came in and again 
we just hugged for ages, she was in tears practically upon seeing our little one. 
Anyway we were in with them a good couple of hours and we were also brave 
enough to ask how long was it before our little one took his first breath, they said 
8minutes is how long he was without oxygen and they are astounded that he 
seems to have so far got through it with no problems. So the meeting went well, 
we both left with pounding headaches and spent the day talking it all through and 
both feel its helped, but at the same time made it worse but must admit have got 
up this morning feeling glad that I plucked up the courage to go and talk things 
through and see the staff. Hubby still feels that although his questions were 
answered that they weren't answered...but we have been told we can go back or 
ring up anytime because chances are we will want more answers at some point 
We didn't manage to get up to SCBU to say Hi this time round but I am back in 
Sept again to see a thyroid consultant so will go back to see them then and think 
I will ask to go through all our little ones notes with SCBU staff. I have done so 
with his consultant which helped and think if I do that with SCBU it will help too.  

We were asked if we wanted to go into the room were he was born but I said no I 
was fine with that. Hub later said he couldn't have done it which surprised me but 
I can also understand why he feels like that. I had everything that I had thought 
and felt confirmed, everything I remember is right and there was nothing I hadn't 
remembered. We asked how all the staff were and asked them to say Hi to them 
all which they promised they would do. I’m glad we did it really and to any of you 
I would say ‘go for it’ it’s hard but it does help and like I said to them it’s just 
such a pity there is no support group for traumatic births in our area which they 
agreed with. Feeling quite drained now so will sign off for now but wanted to let 
you know how we got on. 


